1. Can we respond to this procurement request as a company, or only as individual contractor with subcontractors?
   The proposal would need to be submitted from a company, as UNDP would be contracting a company - not individual(s).

2. If the former, would responding as a recently formed company using a team of experienced current experts in this area negatively impact our response?
   The requirements of the RFP set out that the company needs to be legally registered for at least ten years. The years of experience of the experts involved in the project would not count towards the ten years.

3. The Procurement Notice 89974 lists additional detailed requirements regarding integration with UNDP Microsoft platforms, SSO, advanced search, and other internal IT capabilities. These requirements aren’t included in the RFP document itself. Can you elaborate on how high a priority this technical integration with existing platforms and identity management is, or if this integration is something to be planned for/included in long-term roadmap post-delivery.
   UNDP will develop the system to ensure integration with UNDP Microsoft platforms, SSO, advanced search and other IT capabilities. The services being requested are for strategic foresight advisory and it will not require the contractor to build the system and IT infrastructure.

4. Are there any applicable billing rate caps for day rates, or budget caps we should work within when preparing a response?
   UNDP has no specific cap. Bidders should use their most competitive rates which provide best value for money to UNDP.

5. For specific functional, technical, timeline, and training questions for this RFP, is it be possible to have a conversation with UNDP?
   We cannot hold a one-on-one meeting/call with bidders during the bidding stage. Instead, please send us all your questions via email, and we will answer them.

6. What is the estimated length (in pages) for the proposal? Any limits?
There is no limit for proposal length, but the bidders are encouraged to keep a reasonable length.